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A New Method of 

A Bulletin for Technicians 

This bulletin has been prepared for technicians 
who are responsible for the layout of terrace sys
tems, and who are familiar with the surveying pro
cedures involved. 

It explains a new method of terrace layout and 
construction that reduces the curvature of terraces 
and the point row areas between them. 
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Part I: Design 

HOW TO SPACE TERRACES: It is desirable to space ter
races as far apart as possible. Wide spacing makes it 
easier to operate machinery in the field and reduces the 
cost of terracing. However, a number of factors limit the 
spacing between terraces: (1) erosion increases with length 
of slope; (2) if water tends to concentrate between the 
terraces, small gullies will form and build up deltas in 
the channel of the terrace below; (3) runoff from wide 
spacing may overload the channel of the terrace, causing 
break-over and damage to the terrace involved and to the 
land below. 

TABLE 1--A GUIDE FOR TERRACE SPACING 

Slope of Vertical 
Area Interval 

Draining for 
into Conventional 

Terraces Terraces 
(Percent) (Feet) 

1 1.3 
2 2.1 
3 2.8 
4 3.4 
5 4.0 
6 4.4 
7 4.8 
8 5.2 
9 5.6 

10 6.0 
11 6.2 
12 6.4 

Spacing for 
Parallel 

Terraces 
Surface 
Distance 
Between Number of 
Terraces 40-inch 

(Feet) Crop Rows 
133 40 
107 32 

93 28 
87 26* 
80 24 
73 22* 
73 22* 
67 20 
67 20 
60 18* 
60 18* 
53 16 

*These numbers are adaptable to two-row equipment 
only. Use multiples of four for four-row equipment. 

The recommended spacing varies with the rainfall 
intensity expected, the land slope, and the soil type. Ver
tical intervals that have been used widely in spacing ter
races in Missouri are given below. When terraces are 
made parallel, it is desirable to space trem so that an 
even number of crop rows may be planted between ter
races. The spacing for parallel terraces is also given in 
Table 1. 

WHAT GRADE TO USE: The terrace grade must be great 
enough to prevent ponding but not so great as to cause 
erosion in the channel. Grades in this bulletin will be 
given in percent (feet drop in 100 feet of terrace). 

1. Minimum Grade-It is difficult to construct the 
terrace to a greater accuracy than plus or minus 0.10 per
cent, and tillage processes tend to build up barriers in the 
channel. Ponding in the terrace channel, damage to crops 
and interference with farm operations will result if the 
terrace is constructed with too little grade. The following 
minimum grades are suggested. 

a. Soils with slow internal drainage-0.20 percent. 
b. Soils with good internal drainage-O.lO percent. 

2. Maximum Grade - If the terrace is constructed 
with too steep a grade, the velocity of flow will erode the 
channel, carry soil from the field and cause destructive 
deposition in the outlet. The maximum grade that can 
be used safely will vary with the erosiveness of the soil 
and the length of the terrace. The following maximum 
grades are suggested. 
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SUGGES TED MAXIMUM GRADES 
Less 

Erosive 
Erosive Soil 

Soil (Rocky or 
Terrace Length (Silt Loam) Gravelly) 

a. Terraces over 500 feet long 0.35 % 0.50 % 
b. Terraces under 500 feet long 

or upper 500 feet of long 
terraces 0.50 0.65 

c. Terraces under 200 feet long 
or upper 200 feet of long 
terraces 1.00 1.50 

d. Terraces under 100 feet long 
or upper 100 feet of long 
terraces 2.00 2.50 

WHAT SIZE TERRACE: A terrace cross section should 
provide sufficient capacity to carry the runoff; it should 
have slopes that can be easily farmed with modern ma
chines; and it should be economical to construct on the 
slope where it is to be located. The dimensions for ter
race cross sections given below should be considered as 
minimum values for new terraces which are well com
pacted during construction. The terrace may be construct
ed wider and the side slopes flatter to facilitate the opera
tion of large farm machinery. Keep in mind that side 
slopes become less steep and the terrace height is re
duced as the terraces are farmed. 

Terraces with the cross sections given in Table 2 will 
have sufficient capacity to carry the runoff that accumu
lates in 1600 feet of terrace. 

TABLE 2--CROSS SECTIONS OF TERRACES ON DIFFERENT LAND SLOPES. 
TERRACE HEIGHT IS 1.5 FEET. 

Depth 
Front Front Back of Cut 

Channel Ridge Ridge Ridge Channel Effective* Required; 
Land Slope Slope Slope Top Bottom Channel "Normal 
Slope (Horizontal Distance Width Width Area Cut" 

Percent per Ft. of Rise) (Ft.) (Ft.) (Sq. Ft.) (Ft.) 
2 6:1 6:1 8:1 3 6 12.0 0.9 
4 6:1 6:1 7:1 3 6 12.0 1.0 
6 6:1 5:1 6:1 3 6 11.5 1.0 
8 5:1 4:1 5:1 3 4 8.5 1.1 

10 4:1 4:1 4:1 2 4 8.0 1.1 
12 3~:1 3~:1 (1 2 3 6.5 1.2 

*Allowing 0.5 foot for construction irregularities and lowering of the ridge by farming operations. 

. __ tz'j 
------------T-~ . 
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_~ig. 1 -Cross sections of typical terr.ace on different land slopes. 
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Part II: Layout 

Straighter Rows-Fewer Point Rows 

PROCEDURE AT A GLANCE 

For Uniform Slopes, See Below 
For Irregular Slopes 
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First, Lay Out Conventional Terraces 
Second, Modify Conventional Layout 

Method A-Planning in the Field 
Method B-Planning from a Map ... . 

(1) Making the Map 9 
(2) Using the Map. . 10 

Thi rd, Survey for Construction .. . .... 11-13 

SYSTEM FOR UNIFORM SLOPES 
If the tOpography is quite uniform over the area t( 

be terra ed, it may be possible to make all terraces paral
lel. If this condit ion exists, the fo ll owing procedure is 
suggested. 
t. Measure the slope of the land draining intO each terra e. 
2. Select the spacing for each terra e from Table l. 
3. Stake out a key terrace to grade. This key terrace wi ll 

usually be located about midway down the slope. It 
shou ld be so located that the terra es above it will 
have the correer spacing. 

4. Stake the ot her terraces parallel to the key terra e. 
This an be acc mplished by two men using a string, 
wire, or tape of a given length. One man wa lks the 
terrace already staked, holds one end of the tape and 
checks to determine if the tape is perpendi ular to his 
t rrace at the time that the other man sets a stake on 
the next terrace. 

5. The procedure for completing the layout of these ter-

This new method of terracing will result in ter
races with less curvature and with fewer point 
rows between them. It will be easier to farm a ter
raced field with modern machinery and the farm
ing operations can be dont fasttr and with less 
damage to the crop than is possible with conven
tional terraces. I n this bu Ileti n terraces as con
structed by past methods arc called corn'ell/iollal 
terraces. 

ra es for construction is discussed later under Surveys 
for ConstruCtion, pages 1t to 13. 

SYSTEM FOR IRREGULAR SLOPES 

In most areas of Mis ouri the topography is to ir
regular to make all of the terraces in the field parallel. In 
these areas the first step in improving the terraces is to 

layout a system of c nventi nal terra es. The conven
tional layout is then m dified t reduce curvature and 
point rows. 

The aerial photograph below is used to illustrate the 
pr edure to follow. The outlet into wh i h the cerra es 
wi II discharge has been constru ted on the left side of the 
field. The field entrance is n the right. The white line in 
the upper part of the photograph is a temporary road to 
another field. Because of the angle at wh ich the photo
gnlph was taken, it is not possible to scale distances di
rectly on the photograph. 

Fig. 2-FieLd used for ilLustration. The outLet is in and the fieLd is ready Jor terracing. 



Fig. 3 -Location oj the high point in the field is at A. Land slope was measured Cit X, Y, and z. The vertical interval 
belween the preliminary terrace local ion , dolted line, and the lOp oj the slope is indicated. Final terrace location shown by 
.wlid line. 

First, Lay Out Conventional Terraces 

Step 1. Locate the High Point: Set up the level at som . 
point where you an see over rop of ridge. J-bve rod man 
check poin ts along the ridge, ind icated by the broken line 
in Fig. 3, until the high point, A, is 10 ated . 

Note: In so me fi elds there is a large fl at area at rhe 
rop of the slope. If drainage or erosion is a problem on 
the fl at area, drainage-type terraces with deeper channel 
and less ridge can be const ru ted. The excess earth can 
be used ro fill low areas between terra es. uch terraces 
serve a doub le function, diverting excess runoff and pro
viding drainage for the area. If neither drain age nor ero
sion is a problem n the fl at area , a diversion chan nel 
may be used at the point where the slope begins to steep
en ro arry the ex ess runoff. 
Step 2. Find the Average Slope of the Land that 
Will Drain into the First Terrace: Take a rod reading 
on the rap of the ridge, as at x. Take another read ing di
re r1 y down slope, either 50 or 100 feet, as indicated by 
the arr w. ompute the percent slope (fee t drop per 100 
feet) . 

a. For land slopes less than 6 p r ent go down sl pe 
100 feec. The differen e in the rod reading is the 
percenr slope. 

b. For land slopes m re th an 6 perce nt go down 
slope 50 feec. Th difference in the rod reading 
times 2 i tbe per enc slope. 

Take a number f 51 pe readings, as at arrows x, y, 
and z (3.6%, 3.3%, and 2.7% in thi s iJJu strati n for an 
average f 3.2%). 
Step 3. Locate First Terrace: Table 1 suggests a veni aJ 
interval (difference in elevation between terra es) of 2.9 
feet fi r a 3.2 percent lope. Take a reading on the rod at 
high p inc A. For ur example, assume this reading is 1 
~ c. Add thi s reading to th e 2.9- foot vertica l in terva l 
(1 + 2.9 == 3.9 feet). Have rhe rod man set the target on 
3.9 feet and g to the appr ximate point in the fi eld as
sumed ro be the midp int, lengthwise, of the firsr terrace. 
Have him move up r d wn I pe until y u can ight on 

the targer with the level. At Ihis point (B) the rod will 
be resting on a SpOt 2.\1 fee t below rhe high point f the 
field. Have the rod man begin sraki ng the rerrace to 
grade at this po in c. The line of ~ma ll dashes represents 
the remporary sta ked terracc line in Figure 3. 

The grade used should be sligh tl y less than is de
sired in th e completcd terra c ~inct rhe impr ved terrace 
wi ll be s mewhar shorter rhJn lhe conventional terrace. 
A grade of 0.3 percenl wa~ chosen for this field. The ter
ra e is sraked at 50-foot if1(crvals. The r d man moves the 
rarger up 0.15 foor (hair the drop per 100 feet) for each 
stake as he moves toward rhe ou rler and down 0.15 foot 
for each stake as he approac hes the upper end. Ar each 
50-foor interval , rhe rod man srops and moves up r d wn 
slope until the level man an sig ht on the target. The 
rod man sets a stake ar rhis point and moves on another 
50 feet. 
Step 4 . Check Location of First Terrace: Due to 
variations in topography, this first terrace locat ion may 
not be corre t. It may have to be moved up or down the 
slope. Check the vertica l interval between the terrace and 
the top of the slope at several poi nts along the terrace. 
In this exam ple, the difference in elevat ion between the 
terrace an.d the ro p of the slope is 2.7 feet at the utlet 
end , 2.4 feet at the middle, and 1.8 feet at the upper end 

f the terrace. ompare these va lues to the vertical in
terval recommended for the land sl pc at these poi nts. 
Tabulate these values in the ~ Ilowing manner: 

Location 
Outlet End 
Middle 
Upper End 

Slope 
in 

Field 
(Per
cent) 

3.6 
3.3 
2.7 

Vertical Interval- Feet 
As 

Meas- Recom-
ured mended Variation 
2.7 3.2 - 0.5 
2.4 3.0 - 0.6 
1.8 2.6 - 0.8 
Average Variation -:0:6 

Th e average va ri ation from the recommended spac
ing is - 0.6 foot ; therefore, the terrace should be restaked 
at a loe, ti n 0.6 foot lower in elevation as shown by the 
solid line in Figure 3. 



Fig. 4-Arrows indicate where land slope was measured to determine the slope of the land draining into terraces 2 and 3. 
The land slope at each point is indicated on the arrow. 

Step 5. Locate the Second Terrace: 

(a.) Take slope readings a.s indicated by the arrow in 
fi g ure 4, and compute the ;Iverage slope for the second 
terra e (3.5 percent in the exam pl e). 

(b) T ake a rod reading on the stake at the midpoint 
of the first rerrace ( poinr B'). Selecr rhe verti ca l interva l 
for rhe average slope from Table 1. Add the vertica l inter
va l ro thi s rod reading to obtain a rod reading for the 
first sra k o n the s cond rerra e. Set rhe rarget on this 
reading and move downslope from p inr B' until rhe tar
get is sig hted throug h the leve!. Thi s is poinr ,the 
pia e f, r the firsr stake of the second terra e. 

(c) Stake th e second rerrace ro grade by setting a 
stake each 50 feet as was done on terrace 1. 

N ore: When the terraces are f equal leng th, the 
layout f the second terrace may be sraned at any p int 
ru ng the terrace- just s rhe difference in elevation be-

tween thi s point and a po int directly ab ve ir on rhe first 
terrace is equal ro rhe veni al in te rva !' 

Step 6. Check the Spacing of the Second Terrace: 
If there is a wide vari ari n in the lengrh of rhe terraces 
and the ropogral h y is quite irreg ul ar, it is advisable to 

heck the spacing of rhe second terrace a t several points 
ro dete rmine if it is properl y loca ted. Fo ll ow th e same 
pro edure used in Step 4 to check the first rerrace. 

Step 7. Lay Out Additional Terraces in the Same 
Manner as the Second Terrace. 

Note: No definite set of rul es can be stri el y adhered 
to in terrace lay ut be ause ea h field has its individual 
problems. Good judgmenr and consideration f a ll design 
factOrs are required ~ r th e bes t layout on a pani ulac 
fiel!. Figure 5 shows the I cati n of conventional terra es 
on the field. The terraces are qui te r oked and a on
siderable area of the field w uld be in point rows. 

Fig. 5 - Point row areas between conventional terraces are shown in white. It would be necessary to turn in the field at 
either one or both ends of the row in farming these areas. 



Second, Modify Conventional Layout To Reduce Curvature 
and Point Row Area 

After staking out the conventional terrace system as 
in Figure 5, study the layout with a view to eliminating 
sharp curves and making the terraces as nearly parallel as 
possible. The terraces should also be made as nearly par
allel to .field boundaries as possible to eliminate point 
rows in these areas. In improving the terrace layout, it 
is usually necessary to shift sections of terraces up or 
down slope. This can be accomplished by : 

(a) varying the depth of cut, 
(b) varying the grade, or 
(c) by a combination of the above. 

In general, variation in grade is used to shift relative
ly long sections of a terrace up or down slope to make 
the terraces more nearly parallel. Varying the depth of 
cut is used most effectively in moving short sections of 
a terrace up or down slope to reduce the sharpness of 
curvature. 

The distance that a terrace can be shifted up or down 
slope will depend on the slope of the land and difference 
in elevation between the original and the proposed loca
tion. This distance can be determined from Table 3. 

TABLE 3--DISTANCE IN FEET (D) THAT A TERRACE CAN 
BE SHIFTED ON DIFFERENT LAND SLOPES (S) BY A 

CHANGE IN ELEVATION (E). D'" Ex 100 
S 

Change 
in Land Slope - Percent 

Elevation 2 ~ :II 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 
0.1 5 3 3 2 2 I I 1 I I I 

.2 10 7 5 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 

.3 15 10 8 6 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 

.4 20 13 10 8 7 6 5 4 4 4 3 

.5 25 17 13 10 8 7 6 6 5 5 4 

.6 30 20 15 12 10 9 8 7 6 5 5 

.7 35 23 17 14 12 10 9 8 7 6 6 

.8 40 27 20 16 13 11 10 9 8 7 7 

.9 45 30 23 18 15 13 11 10 9 8 8 
1.0 50 33 25 20 17 14 13 11 10 9 9 
1.1 55 37 28 22 18 16 14 12 11 10 9 
1.2 60 40 30 24 20 17 15 13 12 11 10 
1.3 65 43 33 26 22 19 16 14 13 12 11 
1.4 70 47 35 28 23 20 18 16 14 13 12 
1.5 75 50 38 30 25 21 19 17 15 14 13 
1.6 80 53 40 32 27 23 20 18 16 15 13 
1.7 85 57 43 34 28 24 21 19 17 15 14 
1.8 90 60 45 36 30 26 23 20 18 16 15 
1.9 95 63 48 38 32 27 24 21 19 17 16 
2.0 100 67 50 40 33 29 25 ' 22 20 18 17 
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When the terraces are relocated, the depth of cut and, 
the terrace grade will vary from that used in the conven
tional terraces. You will need to increase the depth of cut 
in sections of the field where the relocated terrace falls 
above the original location, and reduce the depth of cut 
in sections where it falls below the original location in 
order to maintain the proper grade in the terrace channel. 

Move earth from the sections of deeper cut to those 
of lesser cut to maintain sufficient cross-sectional area in 
the terrace channel. The allowable range in the depth of 
the cut will vary with the type of soil and the equipment 
used to construct the terrace. A depth of cut up to 3.0 
feet is possible under most conditions. In some cases a 
fill may be made in the channel to bring it up to grade. 
The depth of fill may be appreciable where a rather deep 
gully is crossed. Figure 6 illustrates the change in the 
terrace cross section that occurs when the depth of cut is 
varied from 0 to 3.0 feet on a 6 percent slope. 

The grade of a terrace may be varied, within the 
limits given (pg. 2) , to reduce the curvature in the ter
races and to make them more nearly parallel. The grade 
is selected by studying the profile of the ground surface 
along the adjusted terrace line. This procedure is ex
plained on page 12. 

------------ --- __ t ______ _ 
3-FOOT DEPTH OF CUT 

I-FOOT DEPTH OF CUT 

Fig. 6-Change in terrace cross section with variation in 
depth of cut. Land slope 6 percent. 



METHOD A-Planning the Terrace Layout in the 
Field. 

If the conventional terrace lines are not roo crooked 
or uneven ly spaced, the necessary modification of them 
an be made directly in the field. 

Step 1. Select a Terrace Which Can Be Used as a 
Key Terrace: This terrace shou ld be so located that olher 
terraces can be made nearly parallel to it with the least 
correct ion. This is usually a tcrrace located near the mid
dl e of the slope. On long slopes with a large number of 
terra es, it may be necessary to divide the terraces inro 
groups and sele t a key terrace for each group. 

Step 2. Restake the Key Terrace: Move the stakes up 
r down slope where necessary ro reduce the curvature of 

the terrace. 

Step 3. Restake other terraces as nearly parallel to 
the key terrace as possible. 

METHOD B-Planning the Terrace Layout from a 
Map. 

On irregular slopes where many terraces are required, 
it is di ffi \.lIt to visualize thc best way to improve the 
terrace la yout simply by ob erving the c nvenrional ter
ra e lines on the land. In these cases it is advisable ro 
make a map of the conventional terrace lines and to use 
the map in planning the best layout. The advantage of 
the map in planning is that adjustments in terrace loca
tion can be made much quicker on the map than would 
be possible by res taking the terra es in the field. Also it 
is possible to determ ine the change in depth of Cut that 
wi II be necessary as the rerraces are relocated. 

Step 1. Obtain Measurements for the Map: A num
ber of methods ca n be used in making the map. Two 
methods are g iven: (1) Measuring distance and angles, 

co be used if a level with stadia hairs and horizontal cir
cle or a rransit is avai lab le and (2) the modified grid 
method which can be used if on ly a tape is available. 

By Measuring Distance and Angles: In this method the 
measurements necessary to make the map arc taken as the 
conventional terraces are staked out. Points along the ter
ra ces are located by measuring the distance from the level 
to the points and determining (he direction to the point 
by reading the angle from the horizontal circle on the 
level. 

The distance to rhe poinr ca n be determined eas ily 
and qui kly by stadia. A level wit h sradia hairs has 3 
horizontal hairs in the telescope. The outer hairs are so 
spaccd that th number of feet they span on rht rod rimes 
100 wi II give rhe d istan e to the rod, in feet. 

A t the first level se t u p. A in Figure 7, the horizontal 
ang le is sec co 0° when the relescope is sighted at the 
first point (1) on th e terra e. The rod reading on rhe up
per stad ia hai r was 7.34 feet and on the lower hair 2.00 
feet. (7.34 - 2.00 )r imes LOO = 5.3-1 feet, the distance to 
point 1. 

Additiona l points along th e terrace are located by 
measuring the distance by stadia and reading the ho ri 
zontal anglc;, 10 kwise, from the first point. The disran e 
and angle to points 4 and 8 are noted o n Figure 7. The 
number of points located wi ll be determined by the ir
regu larity of the rerra e and the accuracy desircd. Nine 
points were 10 ated on Terra e 1 in the example. 

Before the level is moved , the 10 at ion of the next 
setup (B) is selected and the di sta nce and angle to it 
measure I. The level is moved to this p int (B) and the 
horizontal angle set to 0° when sighting at the preced ing 
setup (A). Points on the second and succeeding terraces 
are located as ~ r Terra e 1. 

If a transit is available, the above measurements can 
be taken more r ad il y. 

Take down field n res similar to the sa mple, right, 
for use later in making the map. 

Fig. 7 - Procedure Jor mapping conventional terraces with a Le1lel equipped with !tadia hairs and a horizontaL circle. First 
level setup is at A. Distances Jrom LeveL to points 1,2,3, etc. on the first terrace are measured by stadia. Direction to 
these points is determined by reading the angle on the horizontaL circle. Level Jetup Jor terrace 2 iJ at B. Record field notes 
as shown in sample, page 9. 



Fig. 8-Location of stakes on base Lines when mapping terraces by the grid method. 

SAMPLE FIELD NOTES 

Station Angle Distance 

lUil A 

1 00 534 ' 

3370 , 
4 132 

8 1950 360 ' 

B 2730 100' 

~(a)B 

A 00 100' 

By Modified Gr'id lVlethod: First stake out the con
ve nti onal terraces. Then layo ut a straig ht lin e (Base 
Line) acr ss the rop of the slope as nearly parallel to the 

terraces as possible. Set stakes at 50- or LOO-foot intervals 
on this base line as indicated by (x 's), Figure 8. The dis
Lanle between srakes is determined by the irregu larity of 
rhe terraces. 

Layout a second base lin e parallel ro the fl[st one 
:l nd 100 feet down slope. A line between corrcsp nding 
stakes on the tWO base lines should be perpendicular to 

Ihe base lines. 
Measure the distances from each stake on one of the 

base lines lO each terra e. The measuremenrs should be 
in line with corresponding stakes on the twO base lines. 
Additional measurements may be taken between stakes, if 
needed, ro locate additional points on the terrace. 

Step 2. Make Map to Scale: The terraces can be 10-
ated accu rate ly on a map by reproducing rhe measure

ments taken in the field ro a given s ale. Since the ter
races are laid out to a given grade, the elevation at each 
terrace stake is known and can be noted on the map, as 
in Fig ure 9. The land slope at any point between the 
terraces can be determined from these elevat ions. 

Base Line 

,9.8.5 98.8 99.1 199.4 100.0 1100.3 100·~1--M~·9 10q l~lJ"" 
r-__ . ---'1---l..-l 99.71_-.- 1 -l.-f--- I t--o-r2nd Bas 
I --.- B' r I 

954 I I 1 I ~.-.....,;;, . I 95.7 96.0-+- .... 96.3 1972 97.5 .... _J97.~ 981 984 1 ......... 98.7 I -.--- _.... 1. 96 6 96.9 r . 1 "'''''' I ~' . L I . -r I I I 

I -·T-- 1 ,..... . 1 __ .- -r'--- 19 J--_o-j--_o 96.1 " 
1 -_._ +- c 4. J 195.5 I ~"" 

. 92.8 ....... ,93.1 194.0 /J ......... 90\ 9 I ........ ,· ... _L9~.!~ ........ 
191.9 192.2 92.5 .... V .L.. 93.41 93.7l ........ I-.J._ 94·~l ........ _. 95; • 

....., .".,.---~--.... .......... L. -- ·-L--.---- -. -- .... D 
0' 

Scale 
300' 

Fig. 9-A map of the conventionaL terraces prepared by the grid method. The distance from the base Line to the terraces 
was measured with a tape aLong the verticaL fines. 
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Step 3. Use Map in Planning the Terrace Layout: 
First, straighten the key terrace (solid line, center terrace 
in Figure 10). The variation in the depth of cut that will 
be required at the new location can be determined by 
Table 3. For example, the maximum variation from the 
conventional terrace (dashed line) was 12 feet at point A. 
Checking in Table 3, a shift of 12 feet on a 3.5 percent 
slope will require a 0.4 foot cut in addition to the 1.0 
foot normal cut for this terrace, determined from Table 
2. 

Next, plot other terraces as nearly parallel as possible 
to the key terrace. The upper terrace in this example can 
be made parallel to the key terrace and 93 feet or 28 
forty-inch crop rows up slope without excessive cuts or 
fills . 

The lower terrace, however, posed a problem. It was 
first plotted parallel to the key terrace and 87 feet or 26 
crop rows down slope. The outlet end of the terrace, at 
left, was 47 feet up slope from the conventional terrace. 
Table 3 shows that an additional cut of 1.4 feet or a total 
of 2.4 feet, would have to be made at this point to main
tain the proper grade in the terrace channel. The eleva
tion of the outlet was such that it would be impossible 
to drain water from the terrace channel into it. 

The lower end was moved back down slope 13 feet, 
or 4 crop rows, as indicated by the solid line in Figure 
10. The small, shaded area between the broken and solid 
line on the lower terrace is the only area of point rows 
in the improved terrace system. One turn must be made 
in the field when farming this area with two-row equip
ment. 

Step 4 . Use Map as Guide and Stake Out Adjusted 
Terrace System in the Field: In this example, Terrace 
2 was straightened as indicated by the solid line and 
stakes set at 50-foot intervals on the new location. Ter
race 1 was staked parallel to Terrace 2 and 93 feet up 
slope. The upper three-fourths of Terrace 3 was staked 
parallel to Terrace 2 and 87 feet down slope; the lower 
one-fourth was 100 feet down slope. 

Third, Make Surveys for Construction 

Step 1. Set Hub Stakes: Hub stakes 
are stakes set parallel to the adjusted 
terraces at such a distance up slope 
from each terrace stake that they will 
not be knocked down during construc
tion. A distance of 25 feet is usually 
satisfactory. These stakes are used as 
reference points during construction. 
Pertinent information, such as depth 
of cut required at the various stations 
will be marked on the stakes (Figs 15 
and 16). 

Step 2. Make a Survey of the Ad
justed Terraces: This is necessary, in 
most cases, to determine the depth of 
cut required at each station and the 
grade to use for the terrace. In making 
the survey, take rod readings at the ad- ' 
jus ted terrace stakes and at the hub 
stakes. Record in columns 2 and 5 of 
the field notes . Field notes for terraces 
1 and 3 are given in Figures 11 and 12. 

In case it is necessary to make 
more than one level setup on a terrace, 
the following procedure is suggested. 
Record the rod readings taken on the 
last set of stakes from the first setup 
opposite -S in the field notes . Move 
the level and take rod readings on the 
same set of stakes from the new setup 
and record opposite + S in the field 
notes. The difference between the rod 
readings gives the differences in eleva
tion between the two level setups. See 
Figures 11 and 12. 

o 
Scale 

100' 200' 300' 

Fig. l~-~ocation of ~he conventional terraces is shown by the dotted lines. Location of the improved terraces is shown by 
the solid lmes. The pomt row area between the improved terraces is indicated by cross hatching. Compare with the point 
row area between conventional terraces in Figure 5. 
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{lj {2j {3j {4j {5j {6 ) (7) {8j 
Ground Grade Cut Hub G-H Eye Rod 

Stake Rod Rod (3)-(2) Rod (3)-(5) 5.6-(6) Notes 
0 5.8. 6.60 0.8 5.0 1.6 4.0 Eye Height 
1 5.4 6.44 1.0 4.7 1.7 3.9 5.6 ! 
2 5.1 6.28 1.2 4.3 2.0 3.6 
3 4.8 6.12 1.3 4.0 2.1 3.5 Normal Cut 
4 4.9 5.96 1.1 4.0 2.0 3.6 1.0! 
5 4.8 5.80 1.0 3.9 1.9 3.7 
6 4.5 5.64 1.1 3.7 1.9 3 .. 7 Stakes are 
7 4.2 5.48 1.3 3.4 2.1 3.5 spaced at 
8 4.2 5.32 1.1 3.3 2.0 3.6 50-foot Fig. 11 - Field notes for terrace 1. 9 4.3 5.16 0.9 3.4 1.8 3.8 intervals 

10 4.3 5.00 0.7 3.5 1.5 4.1 along the Stake 0 is at the outlet end of the 
11 4.0 4.84 0.8 3.1 1.7 3.9 terrace. terrace. Terrace grade-O.32 per-
12 3.7 4.68 1.0 2.9 1.8 3.8 cent. 
13 3.5 4.52 1.0 2.7 1.8 3.8 Stake 0 is 
14 (-S) 3.4 4.36 1.0 2.6 1.8 3.8 at the 
TP outlet end 
14 (+8) 4.4 5.36 3.6 of the 
15 4.2 5.20 1.0 3.4 1.8 3.8 terrace. 
16 3.9 5.04 1.1 3.1 1.9 3.7 
17 3.8 4.88 1.1 3.1 1.8 3.8 
18 3.7 4.72 1.0 3.0 1.7 3.9 
19 3.7 4.56 0.9 2.9 1.7 3.9 Ground Rod (2) is the rod read-20 3.7 4.40 0.7 2.9 1.5 4.1 
21 3.8 4.24 0.4 3.0 1.2 4.4 ing on the present ground surface 

Average Cut - 0:98 at each adjusted terrace stake. 
Grade Rod (3) is the rod reading 

m {2j {3j {4j (5) {6 j {7j {8j 
that would be obtained if the rod 

Ground Grade Cut Hub G-H Eye Rod could be set in the channel of the 
Stake Rod Rod (3)-(2) Rod (3)-(5) 5.6-(6) Notes completed terrace at each of these 
0 7.2 9.00 1.8 6.3 2.7 2.9 Eye Height stakes. Step 3, page 12 tells how 
1 7.2 8.85 1.7 6.2 2.7 2.9 5.6! this Grade Rod is calculated. Part 
2 7.3 8.70 1.4 6.4 2.3 3.3 III: Construction, page 14, tells 3 7.5 8.55 1.1 6.5 2.1 3.5 Normal Cut 
4 7.4 8.40 1.0 6.5 1.9 3.7 1.01 how to compute columns (6) and 
5 7.1 8.25 1.2 6.2 2.1 3.5 (7). 
6 7.0 8.10 1.1 6.0 2.1 3.5 Stakes are 
7 7.0 7.93 0.9 6.1 1.8 3.8 spaced at 
8 7.0 7.75 0.8 5.6 2.2 3.4 50-foot 
9 6.5 7.58 1.1 5.7 1.9 3.7 intervals 

10 6.1 7.40 1.3 5.2 2.2 3.4 along the 
11 6.0 7.23 1.2 5.0 2.2 3.4 terrace. 
12 6.0 7.05 1.1 5.1 2.0 3.6 
13 6.4 6.88 0.5 5.3 1.6 4.0 Stake 0 is 
14 (-S) 6.1 6.70 0.6 5.0 1.7 3.9 at the Fig. 12-Field notes for terrace 3. 
TP A verage Cut - T.I2 outlet end Stake 0 is at the outlet end of the 
14 (+8) 5.9 6.50 4.8 of the terrace. Terrace grade, stake 0 to 15 5.2 6.33 1.1 4.4 1.9 3.7 terrace. 
16 4.8 6.15 1.4 4.0 2.2 3.4 6-0.30 percent, stake 6 to 24-
17 5.5 5.98 0.5 4.4 1.6 4.0 0.35 percent, stake 24 to 28-1.0 
18 5.0 5.80 0.8 4.1 1.7 3.9 percent. 
19 4.4 5.63 1.2 3.6 2.0 3.6 
20 3.9 5.45 1.6 3.0 2.5 3.1 
21 4.0 5.28 1.3 3.0 2.3 3.3 
22 4.1 5.10 1.0 3.1 2.0 3.6 
23 4.2 4.93 0.7 3.3 1.6 4.0 
24 3.8 4.75 1.0 3.0 1.8 3.8 
25 3.0 4.25 1.3 2~2 2.1 3.5 
26 2.7 3.75 1.1 1.7 2.1 3.5 
27 2.4 3.25 0.9 1.4 1.9 3.7 
28 2.1 2.75 0.7 1.2 1.6 4.0 

Average Cut - T.04 
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Step 3. Analyze the Survey Notes: From the survey 
notes determine the grade of the terrace and the depth of 
cut at each stake. After experience is gained, this some
times can be accomplished by a brief observation of the 
notes. In most cases, however, the following procedure is 
suggested. 

Plot on graph paper, the rod readings at the adjusted ter
race stakes from Column 2 of the survey notes. The line con
necting these points will represent a profile of the ground 
surface. The profiles for terraces 1 and 3 of the example 
are labeled A in Figures 13 and 14. You can get a clearer 
idea of these profiles if you imagine yourself standing be
low the terrace line looking at an exposed slice of the 
ground surface along the terrace line. Note that the scale 
designating rod readings for the second level setup has 
been shifted by an amount equal to the difference in ele
vation between the two setups. 

Draw a line ( B in Figures 13 and 14) along the profile 
at such grade and elevation that the amount of earth above the 
line will be approximately equal to the amount below the line. 
Where the profile is below this line, cutS less than nor
mal will be required. Where the profile is above this line, 
cuts deeper than normal will be required. The excess of 
earth, in most cases, will be transported to the areas where 
the cut is less than normal. This length of haul should 
be limited to a reasonable distance, which will vary with 
the type of equipment being used. 

The grade of this line must fall within the allowable 
limits of grade. The grade of this line for terrace 1 was 
0.32 percent. For Terrace 3, grades of 0.30, 0.35, and 1.0 
percent were used. See Figures 13 and 14. 

Draw a line on the profile parallel to line B and below it 
a distance equal to the normal cut required for the terrace. 
See Table 2, last column, for normal cut. The location of 
this line represents the elevation of the channel of the 
completed terrace. It is designated as "grade line" in 
Figures 13 and 14. The "grade rod" is the rod reading 
(hat would be obtained if it were possible to place the 
rod in the channel of the completed terrace. 

Record the "grade rod" for each stake along the terrace in 
Column 3 of the field notes. These values may be taken 
from the "grade line" on the profile; however, it is usual
ly quicker and easier to compute them. 

First, determine from the grade line on the profile 
the "grade rod" for the stake at the upper end of the ter
race. For each succeeding stake add a value which will 
vary depending on the grade of the terrace. 

For example, for Terrace 1, Figure 13, the grade rod 
reading at stake 21 was 4.24. The grade of this terrace 
was 0.32 percent so 0.16 feet was added for each 50-foot 
stake. 

Step 4. Compute the Depth of Cut: Subtract the 
ground rod readings from the grade rod readings to ob
tain the depth of cut at each stake and record as "CUt" in 
Column 4 of the field notes. Determine the depth of cut 
at all stakes. If extra earth is not needed to fill depres
sions or gullies between terraces , the average depth of 
cut should be equal to the normal cut. In such cases the 
excess of earth in cuts deeper than normal will be approx
imately equal to the deficiency where cuts are less than 
normal. If the average depth of Cut does not equal the 
normal cut, adjustment can be made in one or more of 
the following ways : 

( a) Raising or l()wering the grade line elevation of the 
entire terrace. If, in general, the depth of cut is greater or 
less than normal throughout the length of the terrace, 
the grade line elevation can be raised or lowered so that 
the average depth of cut will be equal to the normal cut. 

(b) Changing terrace grade. If there are certain sections 
of the terrace where the average cut does not equal the 
normal cut, the grade of the terrace may be changed in 
that section. 

(c) Shifting terrace up or down slope. If it is not pos
sible to vary the depth of cut or the grade of the terrace 
enough to avoid excessive cuts or fills, it will be necessary 
to shift sections of the terrace up or down slope. In which 
case, that section of the terrace is restaked and the process 
above repeated. 

Special Consideration for Gullies. Some fields may have 
gullies that should be filled. The customary method has 
been to fill these gullies with earth from the ridges or 
from the area immediately adjacent to the gullies. This 
practice results in using valuable topsoil to fill gullies, 
and presents the additional problem of restoring produc
tion on the scraped area. 

A better solution in some cases would be to have an 
excessive amount of cut in the terrace channels in the 
vicinity of the gully, using this excess earth to fill the 
gullies. 

The deficiency or excess of earth for the terrace ridge 
with varying depths of cut in the terrace channel on dif
ferent land slopes is given in Table 4. For example, in the 
lower 700 feet of terrace 3 the average depth of cut is 
1.12 feet. See Figure 12. The land slope in the areas of 
excess cut is approximately 4 percent. By interpolation in 
Table 4 we find that the excess of earth will be 5.7 cubic 
feet per foot of terrace. In this 700 feet of terrace there 
will be an excess of 3990 cubic feet or 148 cubic yards of 
earth. This excess occurs in the vicinity of the gullies to 
be filled. 
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Fig. 13-Profile of ground surface along adjusted terrace 1 and the location of the 
proposed grade line for the completed terrace. 
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Fig. J 4-Profile of ground surface along adjusted terrace 3 and the location of the proposed grade 
line for the completed terrace. 



The example of terrace layout given in this bulletin 
illustrates how to solve some of the problems encounter
ed. On some fields the terraces can be made quite smooth 
and parallel. On other fields, particularly those with long, 
irregular slopes, it may be impossible to eliminate many 
point rows. But in most cases it will be possible to make 
the terraces more farmable, either by reducing their 

curvature or by reducing the number of point rows or 
both. 

Procedures of layout and construction are given in 
detail so that the principles may be understood. As you 
gain experience in building terraces by this method you 
can eliminate some of this detail. 

Part III: Construction 

In the construction of an adjusted terrace, it may be 
necessary to vary the depth of cut throughout the length 
of the terrace. The excess soil in the areas of deep cut 
must be transported to areas with cuts less than normal. 
Therefore, equipment that is best suited to transporting 
earth some distance, such as scoops and carryalls, is best. 
Bulldozers can be used satisfactorily if the length of haul 
is not too great. 

The depth of cut that is to be made at the center of 
the channel at each stake can be obtained from Column 4 
of the survey notes. (See sample notes, page 11). This 
depth of cut is marked on the hub stake. For example, if 
the depth of cut were 0.8 foot (as for stake 8, terrace 3), 
this value would be written on the hub stake 0.8 foot be
low the top of the stake. See Figure 15 . By glancing at 
the hub stake, the operator can determine how deep he 
will have to cut at each channel stake. 

It is desirable to check the depth of cut made at each 
stake. This can be done by one man, who may be the 
operator. This man uses a rod, with a spike on the bot
tom to hold it upright, and a hand level. The rod is set 

beside the hub stake. The man stands in the channel and 
sights to the rod through the hand level. See Figures 15 
and 16. The line of sight through the hand level should 
coincide with the target. The setting of the target is de
termined as follows : 

The difference in elevation between the ground sur
face at the hub stake and the grade of the terrace is de
termined from Column 6 of the survey notes. (See sam
ple notes, page 11). This difference, subtracted from the 
eye heigth of the man checking, will give the distance 
that the line of sight through the hand level will be above 
the ground surface at the hub stake when the man stands 
in the terrace channel. See Figure 15. This value is re
corded as "eye rod", Column 7, in the survey notes, and 
is written on the back of the hub stake with lumber 
crayon. The target is set on the rod at the "eye rod" 
reading. If the hub stake is long enough, a mark is made 
on the hub stake a distance above the ground equal to 

the "eye rod". The man checking depth of cut sights on 
this mark. 

TARGET SETTING (3.4') (WRITTEN ON BACK OF HUB STAKE) 

/ 
T-------------~----

EY ROD 

EYE HEIGHT 

Fig, 15-Checking the depth of cut in a terrace channel. 
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Fig. 16- hecking to determine if the terrace channel has 
been excavated to the proper depth. 

The height of the ridge ca n be checked by setting 
the rod n the top o( the ridge wi th the targe t set at a 
readin g equal to the eye height o( th e checke r minus 
the ridge height des ired. ee Figure J 7. 

The terrace grade an be checked each SO feet along 
the terrace with this procedure. This will make it poss ible 

Fig. 17 - Checking the height of a terrace ridge. 

to constru t terraces to more exact grades than has been 
co mmon with the convenri nal method of terrace con
struction. Thus, ponding in the terra e bann I, which 
bas been a serious bj e tion to conventional terraces, can 
be greatly reduced. 

Time Saved in Farming Pays Extra Planning and 
Construction Costs 

Approximately 20,000 fee t of terraces have been con
structed by rhis method on the Agri ultural Eng ineering 
Farm ncar lumbia, Mo. Tbese terra e were cO l1stru ted 
with a l ~-cubic-yard scoop pulled by a farm tracror. ee 
Figures 16 and 17. P n y- two percent (th area between 
rerra es on rhis (arm w uld have been in pint rows if 
the terra es had been nstfu cred in rh e c nventi naJ 
mann er. Twenty-seven percent (rhe area between the 
improved terra es is in pint rows, a redu cion in point 
r w area o( 36 per ent. Tbe impr ved terraces are al so 
straig hter and easier t farm . The time required to pro-

du e a corn crop on this fa rm , if cOl1venli nal terraces 
had been Ll sed, wO Ll ld have be n 4.0 hOLlrs per acre. The 
time required with the terra es a onstructed is 3. hours 
per acre. This is a saving of 0.6 hours, or $1.65 per acre 
per crop. 

This method o( terrace JayoLlt req1.1ires a little more 
th ought and ti me rh an the c nventional method. n
struction requires a hange in technigue and in som cases 
may ost somewhat m re. But the added convenien e and 
the saving of time in fa rming these terraces off ers any 
increase in time or ost f layout nd constru tion. 
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